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SUMMARY 

A modified method of deriving the spectrum of modulated pulses 
is given here. 	According to this method, it is shown that there are 

two distinct types among the basic pulse frequency and pulse phase 

modulation systems and these types are compared with continuous wave 

frequency and phase modulation systems. The distortion that arises 

with the different methods of demodulation are examined and curves have 

been drawn for harmonic distortion in the case of pulse width modulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the early methods of analysis of the spectrum of modulated pulses 

was to set up an equation for a train of pulses and then to modulate any 

of the required parameters such as the duration, phase or the repetition 

frequency.' The validity of such a procedure has been doubted and 

an improved method of analysis has been developed by Fitch. 3  In this 

method an expression is set up for a finite number N of positive steps 

located at time intervals of T r  and an equal number of negative steps 

displaced by a time interval 1, corresponding to the width of the pulses. 

The expressions for the positive and negative steps when added result in an 

expression for a train of N pulses. If N is made to increase indefinitely, the 

following expression for an infinite train of pulses will be obtained. 

F 	= 	E 	(eirki,r 	ei2rk,,t 	(1) 

k c•-• 

where A is the amplitude of the pulses and f; the pulse repetition frequency. 

This expression clearly shows the individual effects of the leading and the 

trailing edges each of which can be modulated in any desired manner. 
The 

analysis carried out by Fitch has been confined mainly to the determination 

of the harmonic distortion produced by the lower sidebands of the pulse 

repetition frequency harmonics when the demodulation is carried out by 

means of a low pass filter. 

2. MODIFIED METHOD OF ANALYSIS (PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION) 

It is intended in the following analysis to take up a detailed considera- 

tion of the spectrum of modulated pulses and to compare 
them with the 
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spectrum of amplitude and angular c.w. systems. For the purpose of 

obtaining a clear understanding of the relationship between the modulating 
wave and the modulated pulse train the following picture of the modulation 

process may be assumed (see Fig. 1). 

• 

Etc. I 

Here (a) and (b) are two sinusoidal waves of frequency fir  displaced relative to 

one another by an amount 1, the width of the unmodulated pulse. The positive 

and the negative steps which give rise to the pulse train, are assumed to 

occur at the peaks of the waveforms (a) and (b) respectively. For pulse 

frequency modulation the two waveforms (a) and (b) are regarded as 

freauencv 	modulated. 	Thus 	the 	exoressions 	E cos 27Tfr (t -i- 1/21 
A 	 I 	1. 	I 	1 	.1 

being 

and 

E cos 27Tfr (t— //2) for (a) and (b) will change over on modulation by a 

single tone of frequency, f , to the following expressions: 

f(t)= E cos 27Tfr  + 1/2) 	JA sin (27T/flit ± 4)) for (a) 	(2) 

f 	E cos [ 27Tfr  (t — 1/2) 	ff Ind  sin (27Tfmt 	for (b) 	(3) 

In these equations Id is the frequency deviation and 4'  is the phase angle 
of the modulating waveform. Without any modulation, the time of occur- 

rence of the positive and the negative steps will be given by 

277. f (t 	112) 	2Thir 	 (4) 

2nf7  (t 	//2) =---- 2n7T 	
(5) 
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With modulation these instants will change over to the values given by 

2nfr  (t 	1/2) 	fd  sin (27r.fmt ± 1)) 	2tur 	 (6) f nt 

271, (t — 112) 	f---d- sin (27rf int + 0) = 2nir 	
(7) f m 

There are really two distinct types of frequency modulated pulse wave- 
forms. In the first type, the displacement of the waveform (b) of Fig. 1 
from its unmodulated position at any instant of time t, is determined by the 
value of the modulating voltage at that instant. In the second type, this 

displacement is determined by the value of the modulating voltage at time, 

t — 1. It is clear that in the first type there is bound to be a variation in the 

width of the pulses along the rpodulation cycle as well as a positional dis- 

placement. In the second type the width of the pulses will remain constant 

and there will be only positional displacement. Considering first type for 

which the equations (6) and (7) apply, it is seen from these equations that 

modulation can be taken into account by substituting 

1+  Id  sin (27rfmt (k) and 1 —  Id  sin (27/mt -I- 
Irf r f 	 7rfr f . 

for / in the expressions for the leading and trailing edges in the equation (1). 

Then the expression for the modulation pulse train becomes 

00 
A 

F (t) 	E 
271 

k= —Co 

t 1 	j[rklfr  j- kf  d  
I  rn 

L e  

sin (2-gf m t 401 

—e
[rklf r — ifff;d:  sin (27rfin t+ 	e  firf rkt (8)  

	

- i 9 	cc 
Using the formula, en 

sn 
_-= 21J,L  (z) e3" 9  where J„ (z) is the Besse! 

00 

function of the first kind and of order n, and after subsequent simplification, 

the following expression for the spectrum will be obtained: 

sin 77-/ktr  [r 	f
4) cos 2k (1( 	7r .  fr t 

F 	Alfr ± 2 	E -7,1kfr 	frn. 
A.= I 

00 
, (kid 

Li n\f 
, { cos 2(kfr nifft) 

4 

X cos 277-1k—j; 	,n) t -1=411 	 (9) 
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This exnreSSiOri mav be compared with that for the spectrum of a fre. 

fluency modulated continuous wave given by 
- 

00 
_ 

F (t) =-- A Jo  (f2i-d  ) cos 277f, t + A E J„ (Thfd 	cos 27r Ur  nf t 
J m 

fl=1 

(— 1)n cos 27r (fr  nf m) I — nck} 
	

(9 a) 

Comparison of (9) and (9 a) leads to the following conclusions: (i) With 

this type of pulse frequency modulation, there will be no sideband accom- 

panying the zero or the " d.c. " component of the pulse spectrum. Hence 

a low pass filter used for the demodulation will not yield any modulating 

frequency component. (ii) The kth harmonic of the pulse repetition fre- 

quency is frequency modulated, the modulation index being kid/fm. (Hi) As 

the order of the pulse repetition frequency increases, the amplitude of the 

carrier and sidebands will diminish as shown by the factor sin irlkfr ik. It 
is clear that pulses frequency modulated in this manner can be demodulated 

by means of a band pass filter which will extract one of the repetition fre- 

quency harmonics along with its sidebands and by applying it to a frequency 

discriminator circuit. It is worth noting that there will be no harmonic 

distortion accompanying this method of demodulation. 

The other type of pulse frequency modulation will now be considered. 

In this type the displacement of the waveform (b) of Fig. 1 from its un- 

modulated position at any instant of time t will depend on the value of the 
modulating voltage at time t — I. Hence the equations which will determine 

the position of the trailing and leading edges of the pulses are: 

24; (1 + 1/2) 4  sin (277Int  t I  cb) = 	 (10) 

27Tfr (t - 1/2)it .. 4  1  sin Orim  t r + 0. 2ror 	 (11) 

On comparing these with the equations (4) and (5), it is found that modula- 

tion can be taken into account by substituting 1 + 

1 — fd-- sin (27Tfm, t 	4) for / in the 

trailing edges 

fd • 
ref j•- -I; sin (24'm t-1-56) and 

expressions for the leading and 

respectively in the equation (1). The spectrum is thus given by 

	

ax 	A Ei 	ir ricif k_Lid sin (2w lest +OA 

cc 

	

F (t) 	277-6 	k  e" v ' fon 	- 

k. = 1 

	

- ilrklisr kfi sin Orin, 	0)] ej2rkf it 	02) e 	 J R.  



F (t) Mir 

(+1c. fAdf
\ d s

n rif

i 7rn., n cos (27rfni t + 

	

ifm) 

2A/fr 

' 

° kfml 

cs, 	
k = 1 

Si n 7r/kfr  
sin 7rl (kfr + nf,n) —/r/kfre— cos 2nkfrt + E In  ( kfcl) 

fm, 

 nzti 
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After simplification this becomes, 

cos (277 [kfr  nf rul t 	n7Tlf 	on sin 771 (kfi — nf m)kf  

cos (27T [kfr  — nfm] t — nc6 mill ,Th) 1 	(13) 

It will be interesting to compare this with the equations (9) and (9 a) 
which are the expressions for the frequency modulated pulses of the first 

type and frequency modulated continuous wave respectively. This com- 

parison leads to the following conclusions: 

(i) The zero or the " d.c." component of the pulse spectrum has a side- 

band of the modulating frequency of amplitude Aid  (sin irlf mlirfm). Modula- 

tion can therefore be recovered by means of a low pass filter and there will 

be no harmonic distortion as there are no harmonic terms in the zero order 

pulse spectrum. There will however be some distortion due to the lower 

sidebands of the harmonics of the pulse repetition frequency. 

(ii) If the sidebands of the kth pulse repetition frequency harmonic 

are considered, it is seen that the upper and lower sidebands of the same 

order are not equal in amplitude whereas for pure frequency modulation 

they should be equal, as can be seen from equation (9 a). This situation is 

shown in Fig. 2 where the amplitudes of the kth pulse repetition frequency 

harmonic and its first three upper and lower sidebands are plotted as func- 

tions of k. It is seen that as k is increased, the upper and lower sidebands 

of a given order tend to assume equal values. It may therefore be concluded 

that each of the pulse repetition frequency harmonics has, in addition to 

frequency modulation, a certain degree of amplitude . modulation which 

diminishes as the order of the harmonic increases. If the signal is demodu- 

lated by selecting any of the pulse repetition frequency harmonics and side- 

bands and applying it to a frequency discriminator, there is bound to be a 

certain measure of distortion. 

3. PULSE PHASE MODULATION 

The expression for a train of modulated pulses can be obtained by phase 

modulating the two waveforms (a) and (b) of Fig. I. Here again there are 
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two distinct types of phase modulated pulses. In one of them the phase of 

the waveform (b) of Fig. 1 at any instant of time is determined by the value 

of the modulating voltage at that instant. Therefore the displacement of 

the leading and trailing edges are not equal and hence there will be a variation 

in the width of the pulses along the modulation cycle as well as a positional 

displacement. Considering this type of modulation first, the expressions for 

the modulated waveforms of (a) and (b) of Fig. 1 are 

JO) = E cos 27Tir lIt + 1/2) + la sin (24 m  t 	 (14) 

f(t) =--- E cos 27Tfr 	— 42) + P c/ sin (2thri, I 	 (15) 
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where 277A./d 

 and 271,/ds are the phase deviations of the waveforms (a) and (b) respectively. The two deviations are assumed as being different to make 

this treatment applicable to the case of pulse width modulation. By com- 

paring these equations with (2) and (3) it is seen that modulation can be 
taken into account by substituting 1 + 2/d sin (27rfmt qS) and 1 - 2/d' sin (27rfmt + 0) for/in the expressions for the leading and trailing edges 
respectively in equation (1). The spectrum is therefore given by 

F (t) 

co 
A r 

2.7rj 	k 
kt-- 00 

brkifr 2irki r 1d sin (27 r f se t •!- 

e
—Arklf, 2wki rid  sin (2r Ant + 	

e
arl ,ki 

(16) 

For pulse phase modulation the two deviations are equal, i.e., /d = ict f • 
The above equation can be simplified into 

00 co 

L 

sin nktir  I 
Jo Pirkfr/d) cos Nikirti - E In  pirkfria) F (0= A ifr -F 2 A ifr 

L i nklfr 
k= 1 	 13=1 

[cos (27rkfr± nf m  t+ nerk) + ( — On cos (277-kf r —nf m  t — n101 (17) I 

This expression is quite similar to (9) with the difference that kid/fm 
is replaced by 2irkfr/d. Evidently each of the pulse repetition frequency 

harmonics is phase modulated, the maximum deviation being 27rkfr/d. The 

amplitudes of the pulse repetition frequency harmonics and their sidebands 

decrease with k according to the term sin irlkfriv-k. Also there is no side- 

band accompanying the zero or the " d.c." component of the pulse spectrum 

and hence modulation cannot be recovered by means of a low pass filter. 

The other type of pulse phase modulation will now be considered. 

Here the leading edge of the pulse is modulated so that its displacement at 

any instant t is determined by the value of the modulating voltage at that 

same instant, namely t, whereas the displacement of the trailing edge is deter- 

mined by the value of the modulating voltage at time (t 1). Evidently 

in this type of modulation, the displacement of the two edges are equal and 

hence the width of the pulses will remain the same along the modulation 

cycle anct there will be only positional displacements of the pulses. From 
the considerations previously given, it is clear that spectrum for this type of 

modulation will be obtained by substituting / 2/d sin (27rfmt ± 0) and 

1 - 21d' sin (27Tfm t 	i 
0) for / in the expressions for the leading and 

trailing edges respectively in the equation (1). This gives the expression 
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1 F 0) == 2A  .E ki e jrkf, [ 1 + 21 4  sin (27r f „„t 1-- 0)1 

	

— e
— jrk fr  ft - 2/d i sin (27- f ' ni t — 1 	)iJ e

_OW rt 	(18) 

Setting la =-- Id and simplifying, the following expression is obtained 

for the spectrum : 

F (0 = Alf, -le 2Al df, sin erlf nj. Cos (27rf m t 4- 4) — 7T If in) + E Alf, 

k = 1 

Isin n/kfr  
Jo (277kfrid) --- ,Tirkfi 

co 

2 cos 2nkfrt 	(2nkfria) 

?ft' 

[sin id (kir  ± nf nk)  cos (2n [1ç4 nf m } 	 - 	 nt) 
trlkfr  

sin .71 (kf, — 
± 	

on 	
rillcfr 

nf m)  cos Qv [kfr  nf ml t 

- arkI mrlf m)] 	(19) 

This equation is very similar to (13). The " d.c." component of the 

pulse spectrum is accompanied by the modulating frequency term of ampli- 

tude 2A/dfr  sin irlf , 
This can be recovered by means of a low pass filter 

and a suitable equaliser to take into account the factor sin dim  which shows 

that the amplitude is not constant but is proportional to the modulating 

frequency. There will be no harmonic distortion as there are no harmonic 

terms in the zero order pulse spectrum. There will however be a certain 

measure of distortion due to the lower sidebands of the harmonics of the 

pulse spectrum. Another interesting feature of this spectral distribution is 

that the upper and lower sidebands of the same order accompanying any of 

the pulse repetition harmonics are not equal in amplitude, whereas accord- 

ing to true phase modulation they should be equal to one another. There- 

fore it may be concluded that there is some accompanying amplitude modu- 

lation. Demodulation by means of a band pass filter and discriminator is 

accompanied by some distortion. Fig. 2 which was drawn for the case of 

pulse frequency modulation can be suitably modified to represent the spectral 

distribution in this case also. 
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4. PULSE WIDTH MODULATION 

(a) Symmetrical double edge modulation.—The 
spectrum for width modu- 

lated pulses can be obtained by considering the spectrum of phase modulated 

pulses given by equation (16). If the trailing edge instead of being displaced 

in the same direction as the leading edge is displaced in the opposite direc- 

tion, then pulse width modulation will be produced. Considering the case 

of symmetrical double edge modulation, the equation becomes, 

A E  1 
F 	= 2771 	k  Jr, (27rkfrid) ehrkli 

.ft, k = —oc• 1. 

which simplifies into 

— elm ( — 217kfrld) e —ilacif r 1 
e i (2r Rf r ± nf isi t + no 

19 a) 

00 

F (t) = Mir  ± Mirm sin (27Tfiri t + 4)) + Alfr Ef no (nkfrin0 

k 

sin 71cf 	 cos ankfrl X 
.70;1  r

- cos Znicfrt + 4J, erkfrm/) 
dcf,

—
/ 

cos (27Tkfrt) 

sin wicfr/ 
X sin (271mt 4- (ft) 4J 2  erkfrm/) ---- cos (277-kfrt) 

irkfr  / 

1 X cos Or-2Ln / + 20 + etc. 	(20) 

In the above equation the term /d has been replaced by ml, where in is 

the modulation index. Thus if in =-- 1, then the maximum and minimum values 

of the pulse width will be 21 and 0, which corresponds to the case of 100% 

modulation. From the above equation it is seen that the zero order of the 

pulse spectrum has a modulating frequency term of amplitude Alfen and 

no harmonics. Therefore modulation can be recovered by means of a low 

pass filter andsdistortion will be only due to the lower sidebands of the pulse 

repetition frequency harmonics. The exact amount of this distortion for 

varying conditions has been worked out by Fitch. 3  

A very interesting feature of the equation (20) is that it shows that each 

of the pulse repetition frequency harmonics is amplitude modulated. It 

will be shown later that the distortion components of the sidebands are small. 

It is therefore possible to select any of the pulse repetition frequency harmonics 

along with the sidebands and apply the resulting waveform to a linear detector 

which would give the demodulated signal. The author 
has shown4,4 
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that this method has a 3 db. improvement in signal to noise ratio 

over the usual system of demodulation which uses a low pass filter. It has 

also been shown that if N pulse repetition frequency harmonics are sepa- 

rately extracted and the output added after detection by means of a linear 

detector, the resulting improvement in signal to noise ratio will be 10 log 

2N decibels. Thus if N is equal to 4 the improvement is 9 dbs. In view of 
this improvement in signal to noise ratio, it is worthwhile to examine in detail 

the distortion that would arise in such a system of demodulation. Consi- 
dering the kth harmonic of the pulse repetition frequency, the expression 

for this term is 

sin vkir/ 
2 Mfr.1 0  *PO- cos 2irkfist 11 nilnkfi_ml)  cot frrkfrO Jo (afrml) 

n3  (771cfrtn0 2J2 Orkirmi) cos (27T2fmt + 20) + f o- x sin 	 orkfeno Pit mt+ 	J; Orkirm0 

x cot (irkfr/) sin (27T3fint -F 30 4- etc.} (21) 

It is therefore seen from an examination of this expression that the 

harmonic distortion accompanying this method of demodulation is given by 

J kf  ml) 
Second harmonic distortion =-- 

 (ir
r 	tan erkf 

therichtn-1) 	
(22) 

f ntl) 
Third harmonic distortion — 3

Ork 
r 

ac(irk.A .m/) 	 U 	(23) 

It should be noted that these expressions for distortion refer to the case 

of a single pulse repetition frequency harmonic being extracted for detection. 

The results are shown graphically in Fig. 3 where the harmonic distortion 

values are plotted as a function of brills, which is kir times the duty factor 
If?, for different values of the modulation index rn. 

If the first k o  terms of the pulse spectrum are filtered out and detected 
separately and their outputs added in phase, the accompanying distortion 
will be given by 

kt, 

E J2  erkirm0 sin OrkfrOlviclfi 
Second harmonic distortion =-. 

i i (rkfrml) cos erkfrOlvklfr  
(24) 

ko 
27 JR 	cos r r/Virk/fr  

Third harmonic distortion — 	
kiM COS kf 

ko 

E Ji(irkfrml) cos OrkfrOfriclfr  
1. 

(25) 
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(b) Single edge 

modulated, the spect 

equation (16). The 

width modulation. if 

rum for this case can 

resulting expression o 

only the leading edge is being 

be obtained by setting /di= 0 in 

simplification becomes 
• 

F 	 Alfrm sin (271mt -I-  0) + A/fr 	
sin 2nkfr (t —  /J2) 

nklf; 
kti 

2.11 (274(1Pu) Os 2irkf (t -1- 112) 
± J o (2171  &rill) s in 27rkfr  (t ± 1/2) -I-  --- nk Ifr 	

COS 
- - irklfr  

2J, 	 1/2) s in  (27rfmt ± ch) ± 	
(277-k/frni) sin 27kf r  (1 -1- 
77-k/f; 

cos (27T2fmt + 20) + etc.} (26) 

in this case also the modulated signal can be extracted by means of a 

low pass filter and there will be distortion due only to the lower sidebands 

b3 
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of the pulse repetititon frequency harmonics. Improved signal to noise 

ratio can be obtained by extracting the harmonics of the pulse spectrum 

along with their sidebands and adding in phase the detected outputs. The 

distortion arising in such a case can easily be determined from equation (26). 
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